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PRESIDENT’S blog

Dear RCBSians, 	
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We all know the significance of uttarayan, the change of wind direction; the Sun’s run in 

relation to planet Earth shifts from the southern run to the northern run – from Dakshinayan 

to Uttarayan.  It is season of harvest and spiritually; Uttarayan is for enlightenment. This is the 

period of receptivity, of grace and enlightenment, of attainment of the ultimate. 

Change for betterment is the way of life; be it the Sun’s direction, Indian Republic and its process to move towards Covid 

vaccination or Rotary for the benefit of the society. 	

Values are intrinsic to our lives. They add strength to our character. Let us build ourselves better so that we can make our club 

better and the community a better place to live in. That is our vocational opportunity. The greatest reward for doing good is 

the opportunity to do more. Grab that opportunity. Enjoy Rotary, enjoy yourself.	

Values are intrinsic to our lives. They add strength to our character. Let us build ourselves better so that we can make our club 

better and the community a better place to live in. That is our vocational opportunity. The greatest reward for doing good is 

the opportunity to do more. Grab that opportunity. Enjoy Rotary, enjoy yourself.	

Jai Hind.	

Also during this month falls our Republic Day which signifies the right spirit of Independent 

and individual India.	

The month of January symbolises the vocational service month in Rotary. Rendering our 

services to the society to the best of our professional skills to serve; mentoring the young, 

recognising outstanding individuals and integrity in our personal, professional and Rotary 

lives. 	

Yours in Rotary, 
Rtn Vaishali Shah

messageDear Rotarians,

The supreme happiness of life consists in the conviction that one is loved.	

Charity and love are the same –with charity you give love. Love and compassion are necessities, not luxuries. Without 
them humanity cannot survive. Doing things for others has many benefits to us as individuals.  	

The knowledge that you’re helping others is hugely empowering and, in turn, can make you feel happier and more 
fulfilled. Research has identified a link between making a donation to charity and increased activity in the area of 
the brain that registers pleasure - proving that as the old adage goes, it really is far better to give than to receive. 	

Having the power to improve the lives of others is, to many people, a privilege, and one that comes with its own 
sense of obligation. Acting on these powerful feelings of responsibility is a great way to reinforce our own personal 
values and feel like we’re living in a way that is true to our own ethical beliefs.	



3RD JANUARY 2021

6TH JANUARY 2021

BHOOKH MITAO CAMPAIGN

HUMF

7TH  JANUARY 2021OMORI INDIA PROJECT

Project HUMF was conducted at GMERS hospital 
which was sponsored by Rtn Sanjay Shah in 
memory of his mother Late Hansaben 
Premchandbhai Shah. 89 packets of nutritious 
jaggery and chana were distributed by hospital 
staff in the maternity ward. 	

Under Project Omori India, RCBS Plastic waste 
collection was carried out at Madhavnagar. 290 
kgs of plastic was collected and given for further 
processing under our CSR project of plastic waste 
management.	
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RCBS stories

First ever Sunday project of serving food and 
doing activities with street children with ‘Bhookh 
Mitao Campaign’ was conducted under 
leadership of our new member Rtn Darshan 
Chandan who is the founder for the same. 2nd 
year Information Technology students of 
NAVRACHANA University have joined hands with 
RCBS and RCVS (Roteract Club Of Vadodara 
Sayajinagari) for a  month for doing service 
projects. These students with Roteractors 
conducted the project . We thank Rtn Darshan 
Chandan for providing this platform to serve them.	



UTTARAYAN CELEBRATION

This year Uttarayan was celebrated by donating kites, firki and chikkis to tribal 
children of Makadamba village. These villages near Naswadi are tribal villages 
where the residents have negligible facilities of daily living and are deprived of 
basic needs like milk, sugar and even water. These children have never flown 
kites nor have seen chikkis in their lives! When they were shown how to fly kites the 
children were extremely thrilled to learn and enjoy it! Seeing them eating chikkis 
and relishing them brought tears into our eyes thinking that we are truly 
privileged to be living such luxurious lives. Rtn Hitesh Mali and Ann Krupa Mali 
were generous enough to support the Uttarayan project to celebrate their son’s 
birthday.	

12TH JANUARY 2021SWEATER DISTRIBUTION

80 sweaters and blankets were distributed to children of Budhajaldhuni tribal 
village. RCBS did 4th sweater and blankets distribution in two months to the 
needy villagers.	
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It was 10th of January, Sunday and a fun day with family cricket 
fellowship. PP Rtn Jay Shah, our veteran cricketer of RCBS had made two 
teams - team green and team orange. The event started with 
sumptuous breakfast of different varieties of winter fruits with mixed 
pakodas. RCBSians with Annets and family enjoyed their Sunday with fun 
filled cricket. It was made more interesting with lots of hallagulla and 
delicious lunch of surti Undhiyu, churma laadoo, samosa and all gujju 
delicacies. Team orange won the game which was cheered by cheer 
leaders Ann Purvi Shah and Rtn Palak Dave. Score board was precisely 
managed by Hon Secretary Rtn Sneha Ramani.	

10TH JANUARY 2021FAMILY CRICKET FELLOWSHIP

8TH  JANUARY 2021
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15TH JANUARY 2021DAILY NEED KIT DISTRIBUTION

Families of Makadamba village were donated washing and bathing soaps, 
toothpaste, toothbrushes, toungue cleaners, hair oil, combs and towels and 
were made to understand the importance of hygiene in daily routine. Rtn 
Yogendra Mishra and Ann Archana Mishra have supported for this noble cause.	

Kids were given demonstration of properly washing hands as they have limited 
water facilities.	

18TH JANUARY 2021CLOSED BODY MEETING

5th Closed Body meeting was held virtually to give an update by the taxation committee - past presidents 		
Rtn Amit Talati, Rtn Shreyans Mehta and Rtn Jay Shah.	

16TH JANUARY 2021INTER DISTRICT CLUB MEET

RCBS had an inter district joint club speaker meet with RC Banglore Whitefield and other 
district clubs from Mumbai, Pune, Chennai, Gauhati and Coimbatore. The speaker, Mr 
Mukesh KL  spoke about how simple innovation was being used in applying social good - 
example of using retina for anaemic behaviour. He gave a contextual example of how A for 
Apple does not make Uttarakhand or Bihari children understand the word - instead they can 
relate it when you say A for Arrow. The meeting was full of actual experiences and relevant 
inputs that we could use in our daily routine. Doing social good locally involves lot of local 
studies, behavioural aspects of the people living in the particular society and strata and an 
evolved approach to make any project sustainable.	

20TH JANUARY 2021MEDICAL CHECK UP CAMP UNDER PROJECT POSITIVE HEALTH

RCBS conducted a medical check up 
camp in association with Ganga 
Jamna Hospital at Rotary Panchmukhi 
Reading Room, Vasna Road. Height, 
weight, blood sugar and blood 
pressure was checked and all the 
patients were given data cards for 
further investigation with Rtn Dr Ashwin 
Shah. Live data was uploaded on 
Rotary India website by interns of RCBS 


- Navrachana University students. Project was coordinated by Rtn Minal Shah and Ann Manjushri Shah.	
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21ST JANUARY 2021READING ROOM RE OPENED

Panchmukhi Rotary Reading Room reopened for Students 
to study and do their homework. We are happy to share 
that Panchmukhi reading room is being used for the 
students to study in the evening hours. One of the girls 
named Mittal staying in the same will take care and will 
also keep the record of the students.	

12th appearing students now have place to study in 
conducive environment. 	

The students can use the room between 3 pm to 7 pm.	

25TH JANUARY 2021REPUBLIC DAY EVE SPEAKER MEET

A Very Happy Republic Day to All ! 	

This year, we had a memorable Republic Day as we had insight into the Army Life 
by a soldier who has served the nation and is also one of us - Rtn Col Milind 
Gogate.	

He explained the training, daily routine, customs, various posts, different 
operations... almost A to Z of an army life along with some difficult and some 
funny incidents. It was interesting to know the importance of Sarva Dharma 
Sthaal- a common place for all soldiers to offer their prayers and Antim Pad from 
which their journey of a soldier starts and there is no looking back from that point. 
Ann Nisha Gogate also joined in to share her stories of her stay in Nagaland and 
how army is like a big family that extends help in times of personal crisis. A big 
salute to our Army, Navy and Airforce.	
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Patriotic prayer was recited by Ann Sangita Matai, 4-way Test by Rtn Kevin Gadhia, Ann Suvarana Purandare gave a lovely 
introduction of Rtn Col Milind Gogate and Vote of Thanks was given by Mr. Amit Vikkal. 	

RCBS also inducted 3 new members in this meeting - Richi Choksi, Ami Desai and Shemal Shah. Oath was given by Vice 
President Rtn Nishant Ramani while Rtn Pulin Shah and Rtn Kruti Shah pinned them up. We welcome them to our Rotary 
family and look forward to a good association in future.	

ROTARIAN of the Month- Award

We proudly announce Past President Rtn Dr Ashwin Shah and Ann Dr Parul 
Shah as the Rotarian couple for the month of January! Dr Ashwin Shah has 
been the pioneer for our HUMF project and has been looking after the project 
since its inception. They have always been supportive in organising medical 
check up camps, by providing their vocational services. This year we have 
conducted six medical camps in association with the entire family of Ganga 
Jamna hospital. Annet Dr Karan Shah also has been equally supportive to 
render his services. Ann Dr Parul Shah has always supported various other 
RCBS projects by donating in cash or kind. Dr Ashwin Shah has also been 
involved in mask donations, spreading awareness for wearing masks amongst 
the pedestrians and many more! We are truly proud to have such professional 
as well as philanthropic member couple as part of the RCBS family!	

31ST JANUARY 2021POLIO DAY PROJECT

National Polio Day was celebrated by 
Rotary nationwide. RC Baroda 
Sayajinagari sponsored 3 Tavera vans 
with staff at three different urban health 
centres for this project . The event was 
well covered in print media.	
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Dist tweet 3060

RCBS shines in Governor’s Monthly Letter

RCBS has been featured in District Monthly Letter “Pralekh” consecutively for the 

6th time for its achievements! 3 service  projects highlighted and also recognised 

to be on No 3 for  membership growth!	

Inter District Project Positive Health Seminar

Inter district project positive health 

seminar by Rotary India : Rtn Minal 

Shah, community service chair of 

RCBS attended the seminar 

conducted by Rotary India. This 

project focuses on collecting vital  

data of people of economically 

Car Rally – PRAVAS                      ...Mission-Literate India: 

District 3060 has organised a car rally from Somnath- Veraval to Dhule; visiting all the 

permanent projects of all the clubs of the district. This is entirely a novel idea and any of 

the members can join from any destination  to the other they want to choose. Please  

go through the above details and register for the same.	

weaker section which comprises of blood sugar, blood pressure, height and weight. This daya is to be uploaded on Rotary 

India website to make the data bank to have the figures for survey and better arrangements for doing camps in future.	



6. SECOND HIGHEST MEMBERSHIP GROWTH

7. SECOND HIGHEST MEMBERSHIP GROWTH (PERCENTAGE WISE)

Panjwani & entire TRF Team for motivating our Rotarians to contribute atleast $25 to TRF.	
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Zone Awards RY 2019-20

Dear Rotarians of D3060,	

I am HAPPY to share with you the details of all the SEVEN Awards received by 

our District at recently concluded Rotary Zone Institute for the year 2019-20 :	

We received THREE Awards in the category of TRF. 	

Friends, I dedicate these TWO POLIO AWARDS to our PDG Parag & Punam 

Sheth for their generous contribution of $1,00,000/- towards Polio Fund. Without 

their contribution, our District would not have received these awards. 	

I take this opportunity to thank our DRFC Ashish Ajmera, Counsellor Ashok 

3. HIGHEST DONOR PARTICIPATION (PERCENTAGE WISE)	

1. HIGHEST ALL INDIA POLIO FUND CONTRIBUTION

2. HIGHEST CONTRIBUTION TO POLIO FUND

We received TWO Awards in the category of Public Image.	

I would like to thank DPIC Bhavesh Vegda, Counsellor Parag Sheth & entire PI Team for enhancing PI of Rotary in our District.	

4. SOCIAL MEDIA AWARD & 

5. PRINT MEDIA AWARD

I am deeply thankful to DMC Amardeep Singh Bunet, Counsellor Hitesh Jariwala & entire Membership Team for working Day 

& Night to achieve our goal.	

We take this opportunity to acknowledge the support & guidance given to us by our Iconic leader KalyanDa & Dr Manoj 

Desai along with all our beloved members & their family of COG.	

Last but not the least, we would like to thank our District Training Team, Torchbearer District Team, Presidents, Secretaries & 

Rotarians of all the clubs in helping us to create a New Milestone in the History of District 3060.	

By- Rtn Swati & Anish Shah	
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RI news

A letter from the RI President and TRF Trustee Chair on Rotary’s participation in Covid vaccination

In these difficult days, we are so heartened to receive such uplifting reports on 

the unrelenting efforts of our Rotary members who have responded in their 

communities against the Covid-19 pandemic.	

Today, the single question we hear time and again as we traverse the virtual 

world is, “Are we getting involved with Covid vaccination?” Considering the 

success and expertise we have gained in our polio eradication effort, this 

question is both natural and timely.	

This does not mean we will deviate in any way from our avowed commitment to eradicating polio, which remains our highest 

priority and will continue to be our only corporate programme. Polio vaccinations and surveillance activities must continue 

unabated, as must our effort to raise $50 million per year for this effort.	

But as we know, there is a pandemic sweeping the world. The Board of RI and the Trustees of our Foundation met in joint 

session and have agreed that we have a role to play.	

Utilise Rotary’s knowledge of vaccine safety and efficacy based on our polio eradication experience to conduct vaccination 

education and communication outreach in your communities. This will need to be tailored to local contexts to address 

unique cultural and regional needs. Your leadership will be critical in crafting the appropriate messages and strategies.	

Engage, where appropriate, with our current polio eradication partners WHO and UNICEF at the country level to offer 

Rotary’s support to Covid-19 response activities, including vaccination efforts.	

Partner at the local level with governments, corporations and foundations to support Rotary activities at the country level.	

Through hundreds of global grants and projects, Rotary members have demonstrated what we can accomplish to raise 

awareness, deliver critical personal protection equipment and provide support for frontline health workers. As you learn of 

work being done in your area, please encourage clubs to add to the more than 3,000 projects already registered on Rotary 

Showcase (please log in to My Rotary first, and navigate to Rotary Showcase). We would like to know about them.	

We have one final call to action: Help us combat the powerful, growing force of vaccine resistance and misinformation. Our 

advocacy in our communities will be critical — we need to spread the message about the power of vaccines to save lives.	

Working together, we have done so much to adapt to the Covid-19 pandemic, to care for our communities and to prepare 

Rotarians for the work ahead.	

We do this for ourselves and for future generations. We do this as part of our obligation to support our world as it faces the 

most significant challenge of this generation.	

We ask you, then, to encourage your clubs to:	

The answer is yes. We will have an important role in the months ahead.	
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On a visit to southern Nigeria last October, Dr. James K. Gude of Sebastopol, Calif., 

and Mikel Cook of the Rotary Club of Sebastopol Sunrise learned how hard it can 

be to bring medical care to rural areas.	

“We drove 20 or 30 miles from the Federal Medical Centre of Yenagoa to a 

satellite hospital, and it took an hour,” recalls Gude, an honorary Rotarian who is 

medical director of Sebastopol-based telemedicine services company 

OffSiteCare. “Big chunks of the road were flooded, and there were people all over 

the place; we were going through villages and trying not to hit anybody.”	

Did You Know?

Telemedicine stretches to corners of Nigeria 


That laborious journey illustrated the reason for their visit – to help make health care available to people in isolated areas. In 

rural portions of Nigeria, a country with only one physician for every 2,500 people, many Nigerians seeking health services 

have to make trips much more arduous than the drive Cook and Gude undertook. The result, of course, is that a great many 

people simply don’t receive care. While it would be ideal to get more doctors in remote regions, that would take years.	

Gude and the Sebastopol Sunrise Rotarians are part of a larger effort to bring technology to bear on the problem, using 

telemedicine – the use of information technology to provide health care from a distance – to bring doctors to patients 

virtually. And thanks to a global grant from The Rotary Foundation, a team of health care professionals from Nigeria has been 

trained in telemedicine.	

Telemedicine has been around for many years, but only as internet speeds have gotten faster has it become practical. 

Telemedicine allows physicians to connect with patients remotely, as well as to consult with colleagues all over the world. At 

its simplest, it consists of a chat via online video, but it can also allow a physician to examine a patient remotely using a robot.	

The Sebastopol Sunrise Rotarians have been involved with telemedicine since 2012, when then-President Gail Thomas (a 

former senior official in the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare) proposed it as a club priority. 	

“We decided that we wanted to make a long-term commitment to telemedicine because it guides treatment and it saves 

lives,” says Cook, a computer consultant. “It counters the global tendency for physicians to concentrate in big cities, leaving 

the countryside without easy access.”	

Since then, the club has worked with other Rotarians and with Gude to bring telemedicine technology and training to several 

hospitals around the world, including facilities in Uganda, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Zimbabwe. 	

Participating hospitals can use their telemedicine capabilities to consult with Gude and his medical colleagues on 

particularly difficult cases. For example, a patient in Congo avoided an unnecessary procedure to remove his spleen, thanks 

to his physician’s ability to tele-consult with Gude and his network.	

Along the way, Thomas and Cook helped found a nonprofit, Global OffSite Care, devoted to bringing Rotarian resources 

together in support of telemedicine projects worldwide. Gude, whose company provides telemedicine services to several 

hospitals in Northern California, has been an enthusiastic and knowledgeable volunteer. 	

The Nigeria connection began in 2013, when Princess Frances Kemelagha, a psychiatrist at the Federal Medical Centre in 

Yenagoa and a member of the Rotary Club of Yenagoa, learned about Global OffSite Care at the Rotary International 

Convention in Lisbon and was instantly captivated. 	

So it was that in August and September 2015 – thanks to a global grant and the efforts of Rotarians from Sebastopol, Rancho 

Cotati, and Santa Rosa East, plus the Sonoma State University Rotaract Club and others – she and five colleagues flew to 



“The need for telemedicine can never be overemphasized,” says Kemelagha. “Health care should be for everyone – for the 

underprivileged, for the underserved, for the remote areas – not just for the rich.”	

Rtn Neeta Kalpesh Shah has been awarded  with MDRT by LIC of India. Many congratulations 

and RCBS wishes her all the success.	

Northern California for 11 days of training under Gude in telemedicine best practices.	

RCBS Gallery

Golf tournament was organised by RC Baroda Cosmopolitan on 26th January.	

Rtn Abhijit Bhagwat was the winner in  Roatarian category and Rtn Nishant Ramani was declared as Runner-up Rotarian 

Category at the RCBC Golf Tournament 2021.	
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Since then, Kemelagha says, she has seen the training’s effects in better outcomes for both patients and doctors. Thanks to 

telemedicine, a 75-year-old patient from a remote village was found in need of a potentially lifesaving pacemaker. The 

colleague consultations via telemedicine are having other unexpected benefits. “Our resident doctors are learning so much 

more that they are beginning to pass their exams with ease,” she notes.	

During a follow-up visit to the Federal Medical Centre last October, Cook and Gude found the Nigerian team making good 

use of their new telemedicine capabilities. Those include a donated InTouch Health robot, a device that allows the remote 

physician to see and examine the patient and even hear the sound transmitted from a stethoscope to aid in making a 

diagnosis. 	
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Rtn Darshan Chandan was invited in a show named Dadagiri, broadcasted on Zee Bangla 

to promote about Bhookh Mitao Campaign. After the broadcast of that episode youth of 

Kolkata approached and they started BMC in Kolkata. Read what our humanitarian service 

dedicated member has to say:	

Hello Friends 	

I am Darshan Chandan,a Humanitarian and an Entrepreneur. I want to promote the 

concept of ISR( Indvidual Social Responsibility), as every Corporate has compulsion of CSR, 

same way every Individual shall have compulsion of ISR. 	

I personally believe that Deshbhakti does not only mean standing at Borders, even a hand 

of help to uplift  the citizen of our country is also called Deshbhakti.	

India is no 1 across the Globe in the terms of population of Youth, youth if decide can change the face of our Nation. 	

In Gratitude,

Darshan Chandan

�

�

They created a festival of flying kites where by our kids get excited to go in the open, 

under direct sunlight, throughout the day starting from early morning. And their mothers 

feed them homemade TIL ladoos.

Are we not a fantastic culture?

Makar Sankranti - the kite flying festival in India!

HAPPY MAKARSAKRANTI

Vitamin D is made by the body with sunlight.

Sesame seeds (til) have the highest calcium (975mg per 100g). Milk has 125mg only.

The body is capable of storing vitamin D up to a year, and use the reserves.

Lastly, the body is capable of getting its vitamin D reserves full with 3 full days of sunlight.

The best quality of sunlight is end of winter & beginning of summer.

Now join the dots, and see how wise our sages were in ancient India.
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Know our own Members 

Rtn Colonel Milind Gogate has served the Indian Army for close to 30 years. 	

Meet Rtn Colonel Milind Gogate

He has handled various responsibilities across the country... From Deserts of Rajasthan to 

Mountains of Jammu and Kashmir to the Jungles of North-East India... He was part of the 

Elite Black Cat Commandos (National Security Guards) and specialised in Counter Hijack 

Operations... He Commanded a Battalion of Assam Rifles (Oldest Para-Military Force in 

the world...) in the North-East.....	

He has done his Post Graduate in Applied Physics...	

He has completed his MBA from Symbiosis as a regular student in 2013 - 2015...

He underwent a six month management course at IIM - Ahmedabad in 2017- 18...

He has been awarded with Commendation on two occasions....

Ann Nisha Gogate too is a Post Graduate in Applied Physics and DCA from The MS University... She has been active in the 

field of education in various capacities (Teacher, Coordinator, Principal)...

She is passionate about Painting and Interior Decoration...	

Their Son Aniruddh is a  PG in Computer Networking,  married to Pranali. She is an Immunologist.  They both are presently 

working and based out at Philadelphia, USA. 

Rtn Sejal Patel has done her graduation from M. S. University. She has had a vast experience 

in the Travel and Tourism Industry. She is also a certified IATA Agent (International Air 

Transport Association). Currently, she is partner with  her husband’s  business, Venus doors. 	

Mr. Dipak Patel is a commerce graduate. He is an owner of Venus Doors, are the leader in 

manufacturing of FRP doors and frames, holding ISO certification. They are also authorized 

distributor of Gujcon wooden doors and frames. He has previous experience in the Tourism 

Industry and was a member of TAFI (Travel Agents Federation of India). 	

Their daughter Niyanta  is an aspiring chef, graduated from Symbiosis School of Culinary 

Arts, Pune. She did her schooling from Billabong High International School, where she has 

done various social activities with the Rotary club.	

Meet  Rtn Sejal Patel

Rtn Dr Nikunj Chavda is a Physiotherapist,  Owner at KADJI CARE - Geriatric care and rehab 

center. He has Served here more than 500 families in taking care of elders. He loves reading, 

blogging, graphic designing.   Empowering people is his passion.

Ann Darshna has done her Masters of Commerce.   She is a Director at Kadji care and 

Rehabs Pvt ltd. She loves cooking, babysitting, travelling and more. 	

They have two lovely daughters - Misha and Visdhi of toddler age.	

Meet our Youngest Member Rtn Dr Nikunj Chavda
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 Thank you PP Rtn. Chetan Dedhia for proposing such a versatile member to our club. 	

WORLD AWARENESS MONTH February

Month of februaryBirthdays for the  

08/02/2021 RTN HITESH MALI

21/02/2021 RTN SANJAY  SHAH

28/02/2021 RTN JAY SHAH

Meetings for the month of  February

3rd February - HUMF 

7th February - Food distribution under Bhookh Mitao Campaign 

9th February - District car rally for permanent projects

17th February - RCBS Women power series 

22nd February - Grain kits distribution to TB patients 

27th-28th February - Overnight trip of ladies of RCBS

Anniversaries for Month of  Dec

03/02/2021

03/02/2021

03/02/2021

04/02/2021

05/02/2021

07/02/2021

08/02/2021

11/02/2021

12/02/2021

14/02/2021

16/02/2021

20/02/2021

22/02/2021

24/02/2021

RTN PRITI & SANDEEP SHRIMAL

RTN NEETA & KALPESH SHAH

RTN TEJAL & DARPAN PATEL

RTN SNEHA & RTN NISHANT RAMANI

RTN KOKILA & PANTUL KOTHARI

RTN AMIT & ANN ANU SHRIVASTAVA

RTN SHASHANK & ANN NEETA SHEKHER 

RTN VAISHALI & RTN KALPESH SHAH

RTN ABHIJEET & ANN GAURANGI BHAGWAT

RTN DEVAL & ANN HEMA SHASTRI

RTN LAXMINARAYAN & ANN RENU GARG

RTN SHAMIT & ANN MAMTA PATEL

RTN SANJAY & ANN PRANJAL SHAH

RTN SEJAL & DIPAK PATEL
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QUIZ 

1) Medical check camp was organized jointly with which hospital?

2) Uttarayan was celebrated with the children of which village?

3) Bhookh Mitao Campaign is conducted jointly with the students of which University?

Please submit your answers by clicking on this link: https://forms.gle/WpAMEN2ou8hXDxE7A

Rtn Nishant Ramani Ann Kashmira Shah Rtn Vishal DoshiRtn Minal Shah Rtn Vaishali Shah Rtn Kashyap ShahRtn Sneha Ramani

Following Members submitted answers to the quiz
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